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      Strikes and industrial action


The right to strike is fundamental for trade unions. Although strikes and industrial action are the weapons of last resort, it is crucial that trade unions can use them in the fight to defend workers' rights and get a fair deal from employers. The challenge for many unions, particularly those in the public sector, is that the right to strike is restricted or even completely denied. Information on the right to strike in the public sector is available in 48 country factsheets that cover the main rules and include information on cases that trade unions have taken to the International Labour Organisation and Council of Europe.
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            EPSU sends solidarity to striking outsourced workers in UK

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Yesterday (18 June) EPSU sent its support to outsourced workers on the second day of their five-day strike over pay.
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                            The latest issue of the Journal of International Trade Union Rights features a number of articles examining the extent to which public service workers find their rights restricted in relation to organising, collective bargaining or the right to take collective action. Nadja Salson of EPSU contributed an article highlighting two developments. First, is EPSU's legal action against the European Commission over its failure to put forward the information and consultation agreement in central government to the European Council for transposition into a directive and the second is the loophole in the
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            School staff go for all-out strike
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                            Teachers, childcare workers and school administrative and other staff began an all-out strike on 8 April following three weeks of negotiations with the government over pay. The negotiations also came after a three-year campaign of demonstrations and protests over low pay in the sector affecting both teachers and other school staff. With the government refusing to come up with a decent pay offer, support for strike action was very high, registering 80%-90% in some areas. The action comes at a time when other groups of public service workers are either taking strike action or pushing for higher
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            Massive support for strikes but government intervenes in health sector
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  Portugal


        

                
                
        
                            Public service unions report very high levels of support for the national strike action on 14-15 February. All sectors of the public services were affected and this gives strength to the unions' claims to end the 10-year pay freeze and to address a wide range of other issues including career progression. Meanwhile, in relation to a separate action the SEP nurses' union has condemned the government for using its power of civil requisition to end a strike. The union argues that this is an excessive measure that undermines the right of healthworkers to take action and will, in any case, do
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            ORPEA/Celenus – workers and Verdi reach collective agreement after long strike and broad solidarity

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Verdi reached a collective agreement with Celenus, the subsidiary of French private elderly care company Orpea in Germany.
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                            With hundreds of thousands of public service workers taking strike action across Europe in recent weeks - in Belgium, France, Italy, Portugal, the UK, Austria and Germany - it is timely that EPSU is publishing factsheets on the right to strike in 35 countries. The factsheets have been produced for EPSU by the European Trade Union Institute. Some groups of public service workers often face bans or restrictions on their right to strike and these factsheets set out the main rules. They also cover international case law and list international standards, such as International Labour Organisation
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            The right to strike - country factsheets

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The right to strike varies considerably across Europe, often with specific rules and restrictions imposed on public service workers. The European Trade Union Institute has produced 35 country factsheets that explain the latest legal situation. EPSU has also begun to add countries outside the European Union and candidate countries and a total of 48 countries are now covered.
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            The right to strike in the public sector in Europe

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The right to strike is fundamental for trade unions in underpinning their ability to organise, collectively bargain and represent their members. However, this right has often been restricted for public service workers and in recent years has come under attack.
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            General Strike in Belgium 13 February 2019 – EPSU solidarity

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU affiliates in the public, non-for profit and private sector are on strike in Belgium, 13 February. The workers and our unions are fighting for a decent pay increase now profits are high, the economy is doing well and corporate taxes have been reduced.
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            Southampton Strike : social dialogue and right to strike threatened 

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Dear Editor, As a European trade union organisation representing over eight million public services workers, we have been monitoring with concern the spread and impact of austerity measures across Europe.
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